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Select Baseball Teams

The go to resource for finding select & travel teams and players!
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 USSSA Youth Baseball Team

Located in the heart of Melbourne, Florida, our team, USSSA, is a prominent force in youth travel Baseball. Embracing the spirit of competition and camaraderie, USSSA participates in Local mostly, with 1-2 travel tournaments per year, offering our players diverse and enriching experiences on the field. Whether it's local events that build community connections or travel tournaments that challenge and expand our skills, we are committed to providing the best opportunities for our athletes. With a strong focus on developing young talents, we are proud to offer an environment where players of all ages can thrive, learn, and compete. Our zip code, 32940, is not just a location; it's a community where Baseball is celebrated and skills are honed.

Our Philosophy

At USSSA, we believe in more than just winning games. Our philosophy is centered on fostering teamwork, discipline, and sportsmanship. We understand that each player brings unique strengths to the field, and our experienced coaches are dedicated to unlocking the potential in every individual. Our commitment to excellence is evident in every practice, game, and tournament we participate in.

Join Us

Interested in becoming a part of USSSA? We're always on the lookout for passionate and dedicated young players who love the game as much as we do. Whether you're a seasoned player or new to Baseball, USSSA offers a supportive and challenging environment to grow. Contact us for tryout information, practice schedules, and to learn more about what makes USSSA a special place to play.

Stay Connected

Stay up-to-date with all the latest news, events, and updates from USSSA. Follow us on our social media platforms, and don’t forget to check regularly for the latest team news, game schedules, and results. We're more than just a team; we're a family, and we can't wait to share our journey with you.

Be sure to visit the USSSA website to find more information like:
USSSA Coaches

Currently the USSSA are actively looking for coaches. Please visit our website or call 123-456-7890 to be considered for one of our travel head coaching positions. 

USSSA Practice Facilities

USSSA Tryouts

USSSA Teams

USSSA Tournaments

Find other travel Baseball teams near you.

 USSSA on GC.com
Currently, the USSSA fields teams in the following age group(s): 

 








6u, 7U, 8u, 9u, 10u, 11u, 12u, 13u, 14u, 15u, 16u, 17u, 18u


All team names, logos, and brands are the property of their respective owners. 





If you find information that is incorrect or inaccurate there are two ways to have it changed. First, you can request ownership of your page and provide us with username, email address and organization name via the contact form. The second option, you can provide the same information username, email address and organization name via the contact form and we'll make the adjustment for you.








 Looking for Florida Marlins Game Tickets?

Click Here to get Florida Marlins Game Tickets.
 
 







 




 





Coaches Notes: 
USSSA's mission is to be the most visibly recognized, technologically advanced, professionally represented sports organization in the world.

We will achieve this success by an uncompromising commitment to meeting the needs of the Teams, Coaches, Sponsors, Park Owners and Fans. As an organization our attitude is that team / player sponsor / fan satisfaction is everything.




Local or National: 
Local mostly, with 1-2 travel tournaments per year


Visit Organization Website 


Phone Number: 
123-456-7890





 Address:




5800 Stadium Pkwy


Melbourne, 
FL
32940





US 


 
 








Facilities: 
Indoor Facilities
Outdoor Facilities


Paid or Volunteer Coaches: 
Paid Coaches
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Florida Select Baseball Teams, Melbourne Select Baseball Teams, Florida Travel Baseball Teams, Melbourne Travel Baseball Teams, Florida Club Baseball Teams, Melbourne Club Baseball Teams, Florida Travel Baseball Rankings


Helpful Articles:

How Much Does Travel Baseball Cost?

What is Travel Baseball?

How do you Start a Travel Baseball Team?

Top Travel Baseball Team Names & Logos

How Long is a Baseball Game?

Learn more about theBatting Average Calculator

What are the best youth baseball gloves?

What are the best batting gloves in 2023?

What are the best BBCOR Bats for 2023?

What are the best Baseball Cleats for 2023?
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Bad Baseball Video Posts



 How to Throw a Cutter: A Comprehensive Guide for Baseball Players 

 We'll break down how to throw a cutter, get into the specifics of the cutter grip, and provide you with detailed insights that will help you take your pitching game to a whole new level. So, whether you're a right handed pitcher, a left handed one, or someone simply intrigued by the game, stick around and let's cut right to it!


 

 


 




 

  Subscribe on YouTube 
 







 Top 10 Best BBCOR High School & College Baseball Bats for 2021 (April Update)
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Top Baseball Video Games to Play

By Chris Sloan, 0 Comments
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The Evolution of Baseball Equipment: From Then to Now
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Top 9 Best Youth Baseball Gloves for Kids & Young Players in 2023-2024 Update

By Chris Sloan, 0 Comments
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How Much Does Travel Baseball Cost?

By Chris Sloan, 2 Comments
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Double A vs Triple A Baseball

By Chris Sloan, 0 Comments

 




david graham says:

"With no current MLB team in Canada,..."

On With no current MLB team in




Charles Chavez says:

"To All Coaches:
Do you have13U or..."

On Looking for Games




Charles Chavez says:

"To All Coaches:
Do you have13U or..."

On Looking for Games
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OrganizationTeams





 USSSA 10u - Ryan Spencer 
 


 USSSA 10u, 11u, 12u, 13u, 14u - Tony Murphy 
 


 USSSA 11u - Tom Beato 
 


 USSSA 12u - Pierre Scavuzzo 
 


 USSSA 14u - Joshua Patin 
 


 USSSA 8u - DOMINIC QUINTANA 
 


 USSSA, Grand Slam Baseball Sports Tournament, Perfect Game USA 13u - [node:field_head_coach] 
 







Poll



If we were to sponsor your team would you


Choices 

 Add a logo to your uniform jerseys? 



 Add a logo and text link on your website? 



 Commit to playing in one major showcase our world series event? 



 All of the above? 








 







	Older polls
	Results





 









ReviewsPlease take a moment to see reviews about this organization and take a moment to add a new rating or review if you like by choosing 1 to 5 stars and completing the form below.
Rating: 


Select rating
Give USSSA 1/5
Give USSSA 2/5
Give USSSA 3/5
Give USSSA 4/5
Give USSSA 5/5


No votes yet




If you have ever played for or tried out for this organization, please leave a rating for others.











 latest comments

There are 0 comments on "USSSA"

 





 

 

post a comment


 (If you're a human, don't change the following field)
Enter your name 

Your first name.




Please enable Javascript to use this form.
 (If you're a human, don't change the following field)
Enter your name 

Your first name.




Please enable Javascript to use this form.
 (If you're a human, don't change the following field)
Enter your name 

Your first name.




Please enable Javascript to use this form.

Your name 




Subject 




Organization Reviews *




Switch to plain text editorHave you had a great experience with this organization? Great coaches that supported your child and helped with their overall growth? Leave a review here about your experience for others as the look to chose an organization for their child!








CAPTCHAThis question is for testing whether or not you are a human visitor and to prevent automated spam submissions.


[image: Image CAPTCHA]
What code is in the image? *

Enter the characters shown in the image.









 

























About Us


SelectBaseballTeams.com is the premier website for finding select baseballball teams looking for players, select baseball tournaments and select baseball organizations looking to expand their rosters. Our goal from day one has been to make the process of finding a new team or players easier for everyone!

If you manage travel baseball teams looking for players we encourage you to take a few moments to create your account and add your organization, teams and upcoming events!






Contacts

[image: world map]
Address: 4600 Mark IV Pkwy.

#163222

Fort Worth, TX 76161

Email: support[@]selectbaseballteams.com

 






latest news


	
Top Baseball Video Games to Play

April, 08 | by Chris Sloan

 
	
The Evolution of Baseball Equipment...

April, 08 | by Chris Sloan

Explore the evolution of baseball gear from its humble origins to today's high-tech equipment....
 
	
The Evolution and Impact of...

April, 04 | by Chris Sloan

Precision in sports field marking, beyond aesthetic, ensures game fairness. Technology, like GPS...
 
	
The Ultimate Guide to College...

March, 28 | by Chris Sloan

Explore the comprehensive guide to securing college baseball scholarships, covering recruitment...
 
	
Using online services and social...

March, 26 | by Chris Sloan
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